Mismatch negativity in preclinical models of schizophrenia.
Schizophrenia is a mental disorder associated with profoundly disruptive positive and negative symptomology that result in difficulties building close relationships with others, performing daily tasks and sustaining independent living, resulting in poor social, vocational and occupational attainment (functional outcome). Mismatch Negativity (MMN) is a change in the sensory event-related potential that occurs in response to deviation from an established pattern of stimulation. Patients with schizophrenia show a reduction in MMN that is positively associated with impaired cognition and poor functional outcome. This has led to interest in MMN as a potential clinical and pre-clinical biomarker of fundamental neural processes responsible for reduced functional outcome. To date, relatively few studies have sought to assess MMN in non-human primates or rodents. The validity of these studies will be reviewed using criteria used to identify true deviance detection based MMN responses in human subjects. Although MMN has been difficult to establish in pre-clinical models the weight of evidence suggests that non-human animals show true deviance based MMN.